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“Humans are more similar than different. I thought I was open, I have a huge progress to make. I have a
profound respect for global leaders working for EU, countries, UN, NGOs. I want to be part of a global
responsible and open generation.”
- Nicolas Gorses
“Everyone has a purpose in this world, and sometimes we are so immerse in our day-to-day that we
don't give ourselves the time to pay attention to the struggling needs of our communities, and in fact to
find that purpose. Beyond our daily activities, we have to find a cause, a motive, something to makes us
be active participants in the creation of change.”
- David Mora
“I need to raise my voice for those who can’t.”

- Charles Martin

“The OYW experience had a greater contribution on my own development than I could ever imagine. I
feel like a new person looking at my world with fresh eyes. It opened my mind up to not only the
problems we face, but the many brilliant people ready with ideas on how to solve them. More
importantly, it empowered me to take action within my community and drive the change I want to see in
the world.”
- Geoffrey Villalba

“Most of all, I think this experience helps build leadership skills. Speakers draw on a wide range of
topics, not just your field of expertise, which creates a well rounded leader. For example, the underlying
focus of many speeches were community building, measuring success, taking ideas into action, being
courageous, staying curious and striving for excellence.”
- Ann Forner
“It's the attitude that counts! Stay curious & humble, listen and never stop learning.”
- Elke de Schoenmacker
“The OYW experience is a hard one to capture in a single text or even verbally articulate in person, but
definitely is a life-changing experience and unique. The Summit allowed me to gather forces with other
young leaders across the world and brought me not only inspiration and clear direction, but also hope
and a network which made me more effective and even more passionate.”
- Karina Avila
“Now, I have more ideas that are already applied in other industries that might help us to increase our
social responsibility.”
- Christiane Monroy
“Small initiatives can be scale and have a big impact! Diversity and inclusion is a key for innovation and
progress! the key elements are Be resilient, be positive and be open to others are key the be a leader of
change.”
- Stéphanie Thibaudeau
“As I mention have a global look to what is really happening in the world was such an amazing
experience, hear it from real persons with problems and even do they stand and fight for something that
is fair, is justice in some cases, for sure that makes me think about the impact that I can achieve and
what am I going to do, now I feel this as a challenge for my own.“
- Julio Ibarra

